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An HBO documentary examines a music festival that went so far off the rails that it defined an era. By Elisabeth Vincentelli
This documentary follows the stunt performer Eddie Braun as he attempts ...
Movie Reviews
Kaizer Chiefs have already secured the services of Sibusiso Mabiliso from AmaZulu, and the player was unveiled on Friday
afternoon. READ | SIPHO MBULE: KAIZER CHIEFS AND MAMELODI SUNDOWNS HANDED ...

The strongest magick ever distilled, and the deadliest butcher England has ever known... Buffy Summers is on the trail of a
killer demon in Sunnydale, and reluctantly accepts the help of Spike. Anything's better than his moping around. But Spike -as usual -- has his own agenda, and it involves something the demon is carrying: a vial of pure magickal power. Spike
knows plenty of people and demons who will pay top dollar for this vial: Doc, Rack...and an ancient evil known as The First.
Spike has encountered The First before. In the good old days in Victorian London, when Spike, Drusilla, Angelus, and Darla
ran through the night in pursuit of dark fun, another evil being was stalking the streets, dispatching young women with
brutal efficiency. But when the so-called "Jack the Ripper" struck too close to their twisted "family," the vampires found
themselves on the same side as the Slayer of that time. Working to bring down Jack, and running afoul of The First, Spike
and the Slayer formed an uneasy alliance, which followed Spike all through the twentieth century to present day Sunnydale,
now blanketed in a mysterious fog....

The help of Buffy and Angel is needed to solve a heated mystery near the Mexican border, where the discovery of a
smuggling ring, deaths at the hands of vampires, and the appearance of crows in the area signal more terrifying events to
come.
Returning from England, Willow senses something strange happening in Sunnydale, and as the other Scoobies deal with
their own issues, Willow wonders if she'll be able to use her powers again when the need arises.
On the road to find whoever is looking to destroy him and pining after Buffy, Spike the vampire reluctantly joins forces with
his former nemesis in Los Angeles as they seek to recover a centuries-old stone containing mystical powers.
Stage fright takes on a whole new meaning as Willow joins a theatre group and finds herself taking part in a truly hellish
drama... The past couple of years have seen Willow's Wiccan powers develop to an impressive -- and potentially dangerous
-- level, as viewers of Buffy Season Six will know. But even the most confident of witches has her deepest secret fears, and
Willow's have always involved performing on stage in front of an audience. In her near-fatal dream sequence in the crucial
Season Five episode 'Restless', it was this fear that enabled the Primal Slayer to enter her consciousness in order to destroy
her as she slept. So when Willow decides to join the UC Sunnydale Drama Group in order to master her fear, it's a major
step for her to take. But forgetting her lines or corpsing on stage soon turn out to be the least of her worries, as the drama
that's being enacted on the hellmouth is most emphatically no play. With Spike as her unexpected ally, can Willow take a
leading role or will she die -- for real?
From Joss Whedon (creator of Buffy The Vampire Slayer) comes the official tie-in to the critically acclaimed Buffy The
Vampire Slayer television series! Set during the third season of the Buffy The Vampire Slayer television series, discover
untold stories of the Scooby Gang and their fight against evil in Sunnydale—all while trying not to fail their exams! Collects
Buffy The Vampire Slayer #1-10 (Dark Horse Comics, published 1998-2003), as well as short stories from the era in a newly
designed, value priced format that no Buffy fan can miss!
"We're Slayers, girlfriend. The Chosen." -- Faith From a place of nightmares -- which Buffy and Faith share -- a terrible evil
invades Sunnydale, setting off disaster. Clearly, the big evil is linked to the Slayers' nightmares, which revolve around four
figures: one burning, one dripping wet, one covered in mud, one shrouded in windswept linen. Each carries a box of grafted
skin and bone. Giles learns that the last Slayer to encounter a similar container was India Cohen -- Buffy's immediate
predecessor. Strangely, Buffy has never given much thought to the young girl whose death activated her own Slayerdom,
but now she must draw on the strength of those who came before her. For Buffy is being stalked by a monstrous force that
journeys through time, fortifying itself by draining the primal power of a Slayer. Buffy must orient herself on a continuum
against evil that predates even humanity itself....
After closing the Hellmouth, Buffy moves to Europe to help rebuild the forces of good, but she doesn't have much time
before evil strikes again, especially now that she has to deal with the Queen of the Slayers as well.
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THE BIG BAD Since her mother's death, Buffy Summers has had a hard time keeping her chin up. Suddenly finding herself
alone and in charge of Dawn is certainly daunting, and being responsible, at the same time, for saving the world...well, it's
pressure. And lately the Slayer is feeling bogged down by the little things. Buffy has a toothache, but no dental
insurance...as if her financial problems weren't overwhelming enough already. And Anya and Xander are being held hostage
in their own home by a plague of ants. Everyone is determined not to sweat the small stuff -- until Spike discovers economysized evil wreaking havoc in Weatherly Park. Mini-monsters are perfectly capable of mega-trouble, and in order to stop
them, the Slayer's going to have to think...small!
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